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Abstract. In recent years video communication has occupied a large percentage
of Internet traffic and the trend is expected to increase. Many services are of-
fered via the Internet use video content to reach millions of users. Real time
video services in the Internet are mostly done by using User Datagram Protocol
(UDP). UDP is preferable because it is fast, but has a weakness of not support-
ing congestion control mechanisms; hence it usually floods the channel it is us-
ing causing congestion which then leads to packet loss, excessive delay and jit -
ter. To support good quality of experience (QoE), packet loss, delay and jitter
must be kept at accepted values.
This paper presents part of an ongoing MSc. research work whose aim is to de-
velop  a  rate  adaptive  congestion  control  scheme using  a  lookup table.  The
scheme use Real Time Transport  Protocol (RTP) and RTP Control Protocol
(RTCP) to provide end to end network transport service which is not provided
by UDP and control service.  The proposed congestion control scheme com-
prises of two components:- a lookup table and congestion control equation. The
lookup table is created at  the beginning of sender’s application and keeps a
record of fraction loss and Inter Packet Gap (IPG), which is the interval in time
between sending packets. Upon receiving a report the lookup table is searched
to see if there is a match for the report’s fraction loss value and returns, the ap-
propriate IPG value. If there is no match a congestion control equation is used
to compute a new IPG value, which is then added to the lookup table and used
for rate adjustment.
Simulation of the proposed work was done using NS3, where by the Quality of
Service (Qos) parameter which affect the Quality of Experience (QoE) such as
delay and jitter were observed. Elvavid, a video quality evaluation tool is used
to measure the quality of video by using Peak Signal Noise Ratio (PSNR)  and
Mean Opion Score (MOS) measurements.
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1 Introduction

In recent years video communication has occupied a large percentage on the Internet
and the trend is expected to increase[1] , [2]. Many services are offered via the Inter-
net use video contents to reach millions of users. Real time video services in the Inter-
net transported is done using the User Datagram Protocol (UDP) [3] because of its un-
reliable nature which does not require it to retransmit lost packets. UDP is preferable
because it is fast [4], but has a weakness of not supporting congestion control mecha-
nism: hence it usually floods the channel it is using causing congestion to occur which
then lead to packet loss, excessive delay and jitter. 

To support good Quality of Experience (QoE), packet loss, delay and jitter must be
kept at accepted values. Real Time Transfer protocol (RTP) is a protocol which works
on top of UDP with the aim of providing end to end connection services between sys-
tems. The RTP was designed to be used for audio and video transmission over the In-
ternet, it perform packet loss detection and reorder packets at destination. RTP works
with  Real  Time  Control  Protocol  (RTCP)  which  monitors  the  Quality  of  Service
(QoS) parameters and provides different feedback reports[5]. 

Though the RTP/UDP work well with real time video delivery, it is subjected to high
packet losses, excessive delay and jitter since it has no congestion control and tend to
congest the network by sending data at a rate higher than available bandwidth. A large
number of packet losses, excessive delay and jitter affect the quality of video thus af-
fecting the Quality of Experience (QoE) of end user. According to [6], [7] in order to
assure a good QoE to end user, a certain level of QoS must be provisioned.

This paper presents a rate adaptive congestion control which uses a lookup table. The
congestion control is designed to work with RTP/RTCP protocols and is based on us-
ing QoS parameters (delay, jitter and packet loss) as observed in the RTCP report to
find interval value being kept in the lookup table to adjust sending rate by adjusting
interval between packets being send over the Internet.  

The paper is organized as follows;- section 2 gives a review of relevant literature for
rate adaptive congestion control for video streaming. Section 3 gives the description
of the model, section 4 gives the outline of simulation setup , section 5 give the results
observed and finally section 6 concludes the paper.



2 Related Works

Congestion in real time multimedia transmission affect the quality of media as per-
ceived by user, in voice transmission voice is not hear properly and may be character-
ized by noise or alternation while in video quality of picture may suffer as well as
voice and picture synchronization [8]. Congestion in the network may be due to buf-
fer length in the intermediate nodes, slow processor speed at router even though line
capacity is high and mismatch of bandwidth between different parts of network [9] .
Congestion control  includes techniques which are  used to control  or/  and prevent

congestion.  The  aim of  congestion  control  is  to  allow for  efficient  use  of
bandwidth and support fairness among different flows in the link. There are
two  approaches  for  congestion  control,  end  to  end  congestion  control  and

network assisted congestion control [10].

A number of researchers have investigated congestion control for video streaming.
The studies are divided into network-centric congestion control and application level/
end user congestion control [11]. A survey by [12] covers a number of network-cen-
tric congestion control schemes where routers are also involved in congestion control
throughout the communication channel, while the application layer congestion control
schemes are implemented on top of the Transport layer to facilitate video streaming
by adapting the sending rate depending on  network conditions. Works  proposed in
[13], [14] , [15] and [16] are some of the examples of schemes proposed to be imple-
mented at the application layer using different techniques to support video streaming. 

3 Methodology

A proposed rate adaptive congestion control scheme comprises of two components; a
lookup table and congestion equation. The lookup table is made of associative array
using hash table data structure. The hash table data structure uses indices to store key-
value data pair. Fraction loss is used as key values while the IPG (Inter Packet Gap)
value is used as a value.  Congestion control equation is used to calculate the IPG
value for rate adjustment whenever there is no value for the fraction loss (key value)
obtained from the RTCP receiver report.
Fraction loss is one of the parameters included in the RTCP receiver report and it rep-
resents the ratio of number of lost packets between the intervals of transmitting RTCP
receiver report to total packets sent within that interval. Other parameters in the RTCP
receiver report are number of packets lost, delay and jitter [5]. The RTCP receiver re-
port is sent by the receiver every 5 seconds so as not to flood the channel with feed-
back packets.



The congestion control equation (1) uses QoS parameters (delay, jitter and fraction
loss) which are in the RTCP receiver report to compute a new Inter Packet Gap (IPG).
IPG is used as a basis for rate adaptation in order to limit the number of packets sent
by UDP application depending on the condition of the network.
The congestion control equation is defined as:

                          IPG=(d∗ j∗fl)/1013 ………….……………....…….(1)

Where IPG represents interval between packets, d represents estimated delay experi-
enced by the last packet before sending a new RTCP packet, j represents jitter experi-
enced and fl represents fraction loss. The product of delay, jitter and fraction loss is
divided by 10^9 to obtain IPG value in microseconds. The congestion control equation
is used whenever the value is not found on the lookup table (Fig. 1.)

A lookup table created using a hash table uses key and value pair for its functionality.
The fraction loss is used as key value while the IPG is used as the value. When a new
RTCP receiver report is received by the sender, the sender uses fraction loss to search
if there is a value which is associated with the key value (fraction loss) in the lookup
table. If there is no value, the IPG value for that fraction loss is calculated and used
for rate adjustment and stored at the lookup table for future use. 

At the start of sender application, the lookup table is initiated with default value of
IPG which is used throughout the program when fraction loss is zero and before the
sender starts receiving the RTCP receiver report. This is one of the components which
make the scheme give good results during simulation. The lookup table is  imple-
mented using hash table because it takes a constant time O(1) to search the table even
when the table is very much populated. Hash table supports fast search and one index
can be used to store multiple pair of key values.



Fig. 1. Proposed rate adaptive congestion control scheme

The sender (sending point) encapsulates video stream data packets with RTP which
provides means to track the number of packets sent and a timestamp for tracking de-
lay. The packets are then encapsulated with UDP and are sent to the receiver (Receiv-
ing point) via the Internet. At the receiver, packet sequence numbers are captured to
determine the number of packets received and lost and the time stamp is used to ob-
tain the delay and jitter values. Then the RTCP receiver report header is created at the
receiver and encapsulated with UDP, and then sent over the Internet to the sender af-
ter every five seconds.

Upon receiving the RTCP receiver report packet, the sender extracts the values cap-
tured by the receiver. The values contained in the report are packet loss, maximum
packets received, highest sequence number observed, jitter and fraction packet loss.
These values are then used by the proposed congestion control scheme for rate adjust-
ment at the sender by either increasing or decreasing the IPG value. Only three values
(delay, jitter and fraction loss) are used in the congestion control equation since frac-
tion loss is derived from packet loss value, maximum packet received value and high-
est sequence number observed. 

4 Simulation setup

Experiments are conducted by simulating different scenarios using NS3. A simulated
topology was set up which included three network subnets of Local Area Network



(LAN) as shown in Fig. 2. Subnet one is comprised of Node 0, Node 1 and Node 2
with link capacity of 100Mbps. Subnet two is made up of Node 2 and Node 3 with
link capacity of 4 Mbps, and subnet three is made up of Node 3, Node 4 and Node 5
with link capacity of 100Mbps. The link in subnet two is set to a small value to reflect
the scarcity of resource in links which are shared by many nodes.

Fig. 1. Simulated Network topology

Three applications were used to send video stream data obtained from [17], which
provide video data prepared for simulations. A high motion video sequence “high-
way” is used. Highway video sequence is in YUV format with a duration
of 80.1s. The resolution of the video clip is 352×288 pixels which is
known as the common intermediate format(CIF). The videos are en-
coded at 25 frames/s with the ffmpeg [18] video encoder.  ffmpeg
generates three types of frames namely intra-frame (I), predictive
frame  (P)  and  bi-directional  frame  (B).  Frames  are  organized  in
groups, called group of pictures (GoP). Each GoP consists of one I
frame, some P frames and some B frames between I and P frames,
the value of GoP at the ffmpeg encoder is set to 12. In the original
MPEG-4 format the encoded video files cannot be used in the NS3.
Using  Evalvid framework [19] the encoded video clip is converted
to trace file which is used in NS3. The trace file is then stored at a
sender node (Node 0) and transferred  to the receiver node( Node 4)
using topology in Fig. 2.
Video stream data were sent from Node 0 to Node 4 while TCP traffic was sent from
Node 1 to Node 5. The first part of experiment involved three application demonstrate



the responsiveness of the proposed scheme in UDP flow (fig. 3). First application did
not contain any additional mechanism for congestion control; the second application
contained rate adaptive congestion control mechanism which was used to regulate the
time interval between packets using UDP. The rate adaptive congestion control uses
the data obtained from the RTCP receiver report to find the appropriate interval to be
used.  The  third  application  used  the  proposed  rate  adaptive  congestion  control
scheme; a lookup table is created upon the start of the application. 
The second part of the experiment involved integrating evalvid video quality evalua-
tion  tool  into  NS3,  integrating  the  proposed  congestion  control  scheme  into  the
evalvid application and performing the simulation .The evalvid tool records delay,
and jitter which are experienced by each video frames (fig 4 and fig 5 respectively) as
well as give QoE measurement in terms of Peak Noisy Signal Ratio (PSNR) values
and Mean Opinion Score (MOS) (fig.6 and fig 7 respectively).

5 RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

Experiments were conducted using NS3, whereby applications were modified to ac-
commodate the use of RTP and RTCP protocols. RTP is used to add sequence number
and timestamp to datagram packets whereas RTCP is used for control. Applications
used RTCP receiver reports which were sent by the receiver after every 5s to perform
sending rate adjustment [5]. Simulation result obtain was compared to related work by
[16] as this work also used Evalvid  video quality evaluation tool and experiment pa-
rameter were made to be similar to this work. Here are the observed results:-

5.1  UDP Flow

Fig. 3, presents the UDP flow when the same congestion is used with lookup table
and without lookup table.  It is observed that the number of packets sent within the in-
terval is decreased for the video stream sent by the application using the proposed
scheme.



Fig. 3. UDP Flow 

The application using the proposed scheme was able to be more responsive in the
changing rate of the channel. This allowed the application to increase or decrease the
sending rate by increasing or decreasing the IPG value between sending packets. This
has led to the decrease of amount of bytes (total number of packets) which are sent
out at one instance.

5.2 Delay

Delay value for video frames which arrive at the receiver was also observed (Fig.9).
There is improvement in delay value observed where by the existing work by  [16]
recorded and average delay of 77.7 microseconds, the proposed congestion control
scheme recorded average delay of 50.1 microseconds.  The existing work recorded
highest delay of 147.55 microseconds and lowest delay at 20.35 microseconds while
the proposed work recorded highest delay at 136.10 microseconds and the lowest de-
lay at 10.3 microseconds (Fig4). This improvement can be explained as a result of re-
ducing congestion in the links which connect the devices. When links are congested
with a lot of packets, it takes a long time for packets to reach the destination, hence
improvement in delay value signify the performance of the proposed scheme.



Fig. 4. Delay as observed between existing proposed and proposed congestion control scheme
in  video streaming 

5.3 Jitter

Cumulative jitter values were also observed. The proposed scheme observed the im-
provement of jitter values, where by low cumulative jitter value were observed when
the proposed congestion control scheme is used as compared to existing work by [16].
The proposed congestion control  scheme performed well  as all  observed jitter  for
video frames was below 150ms (fig.5.)



Fig. 5. Jitter as observed between existing proposed and proposed congestion control scheme in
video streaming 

5.4 PSNR value and MOS value

The video quality was measured by means of Peak Signal Noise Ratio (PSNR) and
Mean Opinion Score (MOS). The Evalvid evaluation tool uses full reference quality
evaluation method. Where by original video is compared to video constructed after
being  transmitted  over  the  communication  channel  frame  by  frame.  There  is  ob-
sserved improvement in PNSR value, where by the existing work observed an average
of 31.25 db whereas the proposed scheme observed an average PSNR value of 34.49
db. Fig.6. shows psnr values obtained for 2000 frames.



Fig. 6. PSNR as observed between existing proposed and proposed congestion control scheme
in  video streaming 

MOS measures how human perceive quality of video. It is calculated using a combi-
nation of number of lost packets in percent, the average delay, average jitter and R-
value which is expresses the subjective quality of connection. MOS value ranges from
1 to 5, 1 being worse and 5 excellent. The observed average MOS by the proposed
work is 3.98 as oppose to 3.15 which was observed by [16].

Fig. 7.  Average MOS as observed between existing proposed and proposed congestion control
scheme in video streaming 



6 CONCLUSION

This paper has presented a new rate adaptive congestion control scheme which uses

lookup table to regulate packet sending rate at the sender by using QoS values

obtained from the RTCP receiver reports. From these results, it  is observed

that there is improvement of delay and jitter value experienced by the frame

during the transmission of video over the Internet. The improvement in delay

and jitter also lead to the improvement of the QoE as it was witnessed in the

delay PSNR and MOS values. The proposed scheme has indication of good

performance but has limitation as it only focused on unicast wired network.

Further research will be performed using the scheme for wireless networks as

well as implementing it on multicast applications.  
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